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Titan Introduces New PowrLiner Series Line Stripers
Operators now have more control and comfort than ever
MINNEAPOLIS — March 16, 2015 — Titan™ has upgraded its PowrLiner™ Series models 4955, 6955 and
8955 line stripers with new features that deliver more control, convenience and comfort. These
hydraulic PowrLiner models are for striping pavement, grass or turf, and are designed for heavy duty,
long-term use on medium, large and giant scale striping projects.
Included in the new design is the PowrCenter™ dashboard that delivers convenience that only Titan
offers. The PowrCenter puts the throttle and pressure control at the operator’s fingertips, eliminating
the need to stop striping to make adjustments. The PowrCenter also includes features like a handy
storage tray, pressure gauge, cup holder and a 12 volt plug-in for charging smartphones or iPods.
The new PowrLiner models also feature the SmartArm™ system – a gun boom that folds out for quick
set up and folds up for easy transportation and storage. The SmartArm also has two ways to adjust gun
height and fan pattern width. Users can simply crank the handle for changes to both guns, or use the
independent control to adjust each gun separately, making precise line settings a snap.
In addition, these PowrLiner models have new ergonomic features that make spraying more
comfortable for operators. The new handlebars have three points of adjustment and fit any body size,
shape or height. Coupled with the PowrLiner’s new swing back design, the striper feels lighter and is
easier to use, reducing overall fatigue.
“These new PowrLiner Series models were rebuilt from the ground up with proven technologies
designed to exceed the expectations of our customers,” said Chuck Flower, product manager for Titan.
“By adding the SmartArm, PowrCenter and ergonomic features, operators have more control and
comfort than ever before.”
Large field and pavement marking contractors, property managers and maintenance professionals rely
on Titan’s PowrLiner Series stripers for dependable, precise performance. They are capable of striping
106 to 800 linear feet per minute, which is up to 60 percent greater than competitive line stripers. And
now, these PowrLiner Series models have been enhanced with smart features that give operators more
control, convenience and comfort than ever before.
To learn more about Titan’s new PowrLiner Series models, watch a video here
(http://youtu.be/3cYsxJL7x8Y), and visit the Titan website at www.titantool.com.
About Titan
As a leader in spraying technology, Titan manufacturers and markets a full line of professional-grade
sprayers for applying a variety of coatings and materials. Titan products include airless and air powered
sprayers, fine finishing sprayers, sports field and pavement marking sprayers, and sprayers for applying

texture, roofing, corrosion control and protective coatings. For nearly half a century, contractors and
maintenance professionals have relied on Titan products for world-class, end-to-end solutions that are
dependable and easy to use. For more information, visit www.titantool.com and follow us on Twitter.
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